Restrictive fire seals and the pattress solution
Some fire seals in walls can be restrictive, so it is difficult to insert the different pieces of the Protecta FR Board. Therefore Polyseam
has tested a pattress system, where the boards are installed on the surface of the wall instead of inside the aperture. This is then an
additional way of fixing the boards, but the fire classifications will still be limited to the different services given in this handbook, for
drywalls with the system 2 x 50mm 1-S. Furthermore, any FR Pipe Wraps must be included.
There are two ways the pattress system can be installed, as follows:

System 1: The aperture located within the wall

System 2: The aperture located towards the soffit

Drywall, masonry or
concrete wall ≥ 100mm

Maximum aperture
1100 x 1100mm

All services, openings and
joints must be sealed
with FR Acrylic on both
sides

50mm FR Board 1-S
oversailing aperture
by 50mm on both
sides of the wall

Board edges must
be coated with FR
Coating on both
sides

FR Board fixed with
≥ 5x100mm single thread
wood, masonry or
concrete screws and
penny washers of steel at
300mm centres

FR Board bonded to
the wall with FR
Coating on both
sides
Maximum fire classification EI 120, limited by
the approvals for the penetrating services

Concrete floor
Maximum aperture
550mm high x
1100mm wide
All services, openings and
joints must be sealed
with FR Acrylic on both
sides

50mm FR Board 1-S
oversailing aperture
by 50mm on both
sides of the wall,
fixed to the wall on
three sides
Visible board edges
must be coated
with FR Coating on
both sides

FR Board fixed to wall
with ≥ 5x100mm single
thread wood, masonry or
concrete screws and
penny washers of steel at
300mm centres

FR Board bonded to
the wall with FR
Coating on both
sides
Maximum fire classification EI 120, limited by
the approvals for the penetrating services

Drywall, masonry or
concrete wall ≥ 100mm
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